
Artist: KOTZ

Exhibition Title: Schnitzel Pavillon - We fried everything! 

Venue: Number1 Main Road 

Venue Adress: Ossa Straße 21a, 12045 Berlin

Opening: 19.01.2024, 17.00—21.30 h 

Exhibition Duration: 19.01 — 11.02.2024 

Opening Hours: Sat/Sun, 14-18 h or by appointment 

Extra: Accompanying artist program. Schedule on Instagram

Internet: www.number1mainroad.com, www.kotz.world

Instagram: @number1mainroad @k.o.t.z, @schnitzelpavillon

Kotz Service Team: Marian Luft, Don Elektro, Salvador Marino

Exhibition Text 1:

Contemporary art must ask itself: How can one indulge in so much fried art without significantly elevating cholesterol levels? At 
Schnitzel Pavillon, art rich in saturated fats seamlessly blends with the most avant-garde creations. Here, they unfold as a sticky 
batter full of challenges that embody your tastiest cravings.
Guided by the psychological quirks of visitors, the experience becomes a delightful combination of fun and excitement where 
you are invited to become an invaluable artist and creator. Take part in the amazing and priceless experience of deep-fried KOTZ 
art and immerse yourself in the crunchiest contemporary art scene.

Exhibition Text 2: 

Neukölln is in for a creative upheaval as KOTZ‘s Schnitzel Pavilion takes center stage. For four weeks, the Number One Mainroad 
Gallery transforms into a unique bistro where KOTZ invites you to delve into the world of deep-fried meme art. Known for their 
fresh approach, this time it‘s all about getting crispy. Visitors are encouraged to participate in creating and savoring edible art-
works – a collaborative act that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. If Berlin is the city of avant-garde spirit, then the 
Schnitzel Pavilion is an unfiltered celebration of creativity and community, a unique space for those who want to savor art with 
a delicious twist. And, of course, at the end, there will be a delightful dessert in the form of individual artist presentations. We 
are excited. Bon appétit and good digestion.

About KOTZ: 

KOTZ is an artist collective thtat coalesced in Leipzig in 2019, bringing together Salvador Marino, Don Elektro, and Marian Luft. 
Since its inception, the group has collaborated on multimedia installations and online publications, drawing inspiration from 
internet and low culture, as well as high culture, to craft Kafkaesque moments. Internationally acclaimed, KOTZ has left an indeli-
ble mark on contemporary art with exhibitions in Germany, Russia, Turkey, the USA, Switzerland, Hong Kong, and Belgium. Their 
provocative approach, inspired by the German term for „vomiting,“ questions established artistic innovations, earning them the 
esteemed title of Forbes Nr. 1 Art Gang. Operating under the motto „Bad Art Well Made,“ KOTZ invites audiences to embrace 
imperfections and participate in art accessible to a broad audience. Central to KOTZ‘s exploration is a profound questioning of 
the very essence of art in the face of commercialization, prompting a reflection on the purpose of aesthetics in our era of overw-
helming abundance. Join the artistic revolution with KOTZ Art Hoolz.

PRESSRELEASE - KOTZ SCHNI TZELPAVILLON - at Number 1  Main Road




